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DESCRIPTION
fi * indicates that the device includes an optional ground

target.
The device is contained in an enclosure which mounts on
the circuit breaker by means of a slide bracket and a single
mounting screw. The screw is located at the front so the
device can be removed from the breaker while the breaker
is in the cubicle.
Two additional screws mount a side cover that secures two
circuit board assemblies in the enclosure. One of the circuit
board assemblies contains transformers and other power
components. This assembly is referred to as the POWER
MODULE. The other circuit board assembly contains IC’s
and discrete components and is called the LOGIC MODULE.
Electrical connection between the modules is made by
plug-in connectors. Each module has its own component
designations, schematic diagrams and parts list. The modules
are discussed separately.

General
Although not essential to the proper use and normal ser-
vicing of the equipment, this manual is intended to be a
complete and detailed description of the circuits used in
the STATIC TRIP II family of overcurrent trip devices
supplied by Allis-Chalmers. Refer to 18X4827 for operating
instructions.
Figure 1 is a block diagram of the basic static overcurrent
tripping functions as well as the short time, instantaneous,
and ground fault functions that comprise the family.
The type number of the device is significant in that it tells
in abbreviated form the circuits that are included in a
particular device. The first letter “T” indicates the standard
long time circuits. The letter “S” stands for short time,
which is a definite time delay circuit The* letter *T is for
instantaneous. “G” stands for ground, and is a definite
time delay circuit that operates on ground current. “(T)”
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approximately 24 volts by the Zener diode ZD1, tran-
sistor Q1 and the additional two sections of Rl.
This approach to regulating the supply voltage is used to
provide higher sink current capability and better stability
for the power supply voltage. The zener diode operates at
nearly constant current which is relatively low so that self-
heating is minimized. Under high current, the transistor
turns more fully on, limiting its internal dissipation. The
energy is dissipated as heat in the 4-ohm section of Rl. As
an example, at six amperes sink current, a 24-volt zener has
an internal dissipation of 144 watts, while the transistor is
turned on to around one volt drop and about six watts
internal dissipation.
Resistor R2 provides for a slightly higher current through
the zener diode before conduction starts in transistor Qh
this assures that the diode is operating in its true zener
jnode. Transistor Q1 is a Darlington device to provide very
}iigh gain so that a small zener diode can be used.

This module contains the LONG TIME PICKUP control
and, on the ground devices, the GROUND PICK-UP
control and ground target (if included). The schematic
diagrams for the module are 18-387-929-401 and 402,
which are the same except that the ground circuit com-
ponents are omitted on 401.
The three phase input circuits are identical. They are made
up of power transformers Tl , T2 and T3, which are
designed to saturate to help limit the power supply output
(Saturation of these transformers causes a minor problem
with testing the static trip, in that they act to chop up the
input current waveshape so that standard meters do not
indicate properly.) Each transformer supplies power to a
full wave rectifier made up of diodes D7 through D18. The
rectified outputs are connected in parallel to supply power
to a filter and regulator. An RC filter comprised of the first
section of Rl (10 ohms) and capacitor Cl (440 Micro-
farad) filter the pulses of current supplied by the rectifiers
into fairly smooth DC. The voltage is regulated to
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former has more turns to provide power at lower input
current. Diodes D20 thru D23 are a full wave bridge
rectifier for the ground power, and are connected to parallel
with the phase power rectifiers.
Ground sensing transformer T8 is similar to the phase
sensing transformers, except it is much smaller. Since
ground current is sensed for pick-up only and linearity over
several times pickup current isn’t required , this transformer
is made quite small.
The output from the ground signal transformer is rectified
by two diodes in a center-tapped, full-wave configuration.
This signal is applied to the ground pickup control RH2,

Resistors R6 and R7 control the adjustment range of the
ground pickup control. Diodes D24 and D25 limit the
maximum ground signal to about twice pickup voltage.
On models with the optional ground target, diodes D26 and
D27 are included, as well as the target itself. Diode D27
limits the induced voltage from the target coil. D26 blocks
the voltage that is available at the trip output during
normal operation from appearing on the output of the
ground circuit
During tripping, the trip output line is tied to the negative
of the power supply. If it is being tripped by ground current,
the ground target drive line will be high, approaching the
positive line. This provides voltage to the target, causing it
to trip. However, if tripping is due to a phase signal, the
target drive line remains low and the target does not
operate.
Test point TP1 is the negative of the power supply, while
TP2 is the ground signal output. Both of these points are
brought out to the front panel through pin jacks.
Logic Module (Figure 3)
This module contains the level sensing and timing circuits
with their associated controls. The schematic diagrams are
18-387-928-401 through 406, the latter being the schematic
for the most complicated device. The simpler devices are
made up by omitting circuit elements. For example, a simple
device such as model TI omits the short time and ground
circuits.
The controls on the front panel of the logic module and
their functions are: LONG TIME BAND, this is a small
switch that selects the long time curve that the device
operates on. INSTANTANEOUS PICK-UP, this controls the
level sensor circuit associated with the instant circuit.
SHORT TIME PICK-UP, this controls the current level
that activates the short time delay circuit. SHORT TIME
BAND, this control determines the time delay between
short time pick-up and breaker tripping. GROUND TIME
BAND, this controls the time delay between ground pick-up
and the breaker tripping.

Transformers T4, T5 and T6 are sub-assemblies each con-
sisting of a precision-wound, toroidal transformer, four
diodes in a full-wave bridge rectifier and a precision power
resistor. These assemblies convert the phase current signals
into a voltage that is used for the signal input for the
device. The toroidal transformers have a ratio of 40/1 with
a 40-ohm resistor used for sensing. In tills combination,
one ampere of current is converted into one volt of signal.
The forward voltage drops of diodes Dl , D2, and D3 are
matched within five millivolts at a current of 50 micro-
amperes, approximately the current flowing when the
device picks up. This is done so that pick-up occurs at the
same current for each of the three phases. Diode D4 is also
matched to the first three diodes and provides an offset
voltage to cancel the forward drop of the first three diodes.
Diode D4 tends to operate at a slightly higher current
level than the others so that its voltage drop is higher than
the others at pick-up. To account for this difference,
resistor RIO is used to increase the current through Dl , D2,
andD3 to provide some compensation. The current through
R4 and D4 establishes the level of signal when limiting
occurs. When the input signal voltage is high conduction is
throughDl (D2 or D3) R5, the top portion of RH-1 and D5.
This limits the signal voltage at the slider of RH-1 to the
supply voltage. The current also flows through R4 back to
the signal transformer. As an example, assume that the
signal coming from T4 is 800 volts peak. Most of this
voltage will appear across R4 and as back bias on D4, and
the current will be limited to about 80 milliamperes. The
signal supplied to the logic circuit will be limited to the
positive supply voltage. Note, for 800 volts peak to occur
800 amperes peak would be required at the input to the
trip device. In addition the toroidal transformer is designed
to saturate to limit the voltage.
Resistors R3 and R5 set the adjustment limits for the
device long time pick-up control (phase P.U. set). Current
limit diode CLD-1 provides a low impedance source to
support the 5.1 volt regulator of the logic circuit during
device start-up. This diode provides a current of about
three milliamperes for essentially any voltage applied to it,
causing the 5.1-volt zener to regulate even when the total
supply voltage is down to around eight volts.
Diode D6 prevents the output device from discharging the
storage capacitors on the logic board , and confusing the
logic circuits before the breaker has time to trip out.
Diode D19 provides voltage suppression for transients that
may be generated due to the inductive nature of the mag-
netic trip release device.
The balance of the circuit is for the ground circuit. Ground
power transformer T7 is similar to transformers T1, T2 and
T3 except for the number of primary turns. This trans-
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A second type of integrated circuit is a monolythic array of
five transistors, all of which are essentially isolated low
voltage, low current transistors. IC-2 is such an array. One
of the transistors is used for shaping the clock pulse from
the oscillator and completes the oscillator circuit as shown
in Figure 7, Still another inverts the output of the long time
level sensing circuit to provide the correct polarity to the
counter reset line. Another is used for clamping out the long
time trip signal if the short time circuit is activated, and one
transistor is used as a current amplifier for the output of the
counter. One transistor is not used.
The third integrated circuit type used in the device is a
dual, internally-compensated operational amplifier. This
circuit is used for level sensing (signal detection), the
oscillator, and the filter and start-up circuit. The amplifiers
are a relatively high gain device with differential input and
essentially symmetrical output capability. The particular
units used can tolerate relatively high input voltages, both
common mode and differential, signals. The output as well
as input terminals can tolerate shorting to either supply,
positive or negative, or to any potential between the two.

Two test points are brought out on pinjacks. TP-3 provides
an output voltage that indicates when the long time delay
circuit is unclamped and allowed to operate. The voltage
from this point to TP-1 will be one or two volts when the
current into the device is below the long time pick-up
setting. When the current exceeds the pick-up setting, the
voltage rises to around 20 to 24 volts. This signals that the
oscillator and counter circuits are released and can time
out.
Test point TP-4 provides a similar signal for the short time
sensing circuit.
The logic circuitry makes use of three types of integrated
circuits. ICM is a complementary metal oxide silicon field
effect counter circuit. The internal circuit is a 7-stage,
ripple-carry binary counter. Seven flip-flop circuits are
connected in series so that the output of one stage drives
the input of the next providing a divide-by-two action for
each succeeding stage. The complementary circuit provides
good noise immunity and low power consumption. The
circuit includes a common reset line for all the outputs.
The counter provides a positive going output signal after a
set number of input pulses are provided. The number
depends on the output being used.The first output stage is
not used in this application so that the minimum delay is
two clock pulses after release of the reset line. This cor-
responds to the minimum long time band, or band 1 (see
figure 11). The counter output to be used is selected by
selector switch SW-1. Band-2 of the long time curves is
established at four pulses from the oscillator, band-3 at eight
pulses and so on to band-6 at 64 pulses.

Level Sensing Circuits (Figure 5)
Four op-amps are used for signal level sensing. These are
IC-4, IC-6, IC-7 and IC-8. The circuit for each element is
identical except for the positive feedback resistor. The long
time level sensor is shown in figure 6.The dual op-amps are
redrawn in this figure to show the separate elements. The
two input pins are labeled plus and minus. If the minus
input is more positive than the plus input the output will
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great, the drop out, after the device has picked-up and the
current is reduced, is unsatisfactory. The instantaneous and
ground signals are operable faster in the case of instantaneous,
or single phase in the case of ground, so that a larger
amount of positive feedback is desirable.
Capacitor C4 and resistor R46 provide a time delay or
memory so that the circuit stays on from one half cycle to
the next. Diode D16 prevents the “A” amplifier from dis-
charging C4. R8 provides some slight delay of pickup to
help suppress operation from noise. Resistor R42 is part
of the feedback circuit, R43 matches the input impedance
for the two sides of amplifier “A”, and R44 is used as a
jumper. Diode D17 prevents the voltage on 04 from
exceeding the positive power supply by an excessive
amount when the device trips the breaker and the supply
collapses.
In the level sensing circuits, the op-amps provide a closely
matched pair of input transistors that are required for
temperature stability.

go negative. If the plus input is more positive, the output
will go positive. The amount of differential signal voltage
required is very small. The amplifier has a typical gain of
200,000, When used as a level sensor, the amplifier labeled
“A” is the actual level sensing portion and “B” is a memory
element. Both the signal and the reference bias are above
the 5.1 volt line. The reference bias is set at the factory to
be 500 millivolts, plus or minus 1%,With no signal input to
pin 5, pin 6 is 500 millivolts more positive than pin 5, so
that the outpu!of the amplifier is at or near the negative
supply line. When the signal rises to 500 millivolts or
slightly above, pin 5 becomes positive with respect to pin 6
and the output of amplifier “A” becomes positive. This
output voltage causes current flow through R8 to charge C4.
The voltage on C4 is applied to the plus input of
amplifier “B”. When this voltage exceeds 5.1 volts plus
the reference bias, amplifier “B” turns on and its output
rises to nearly the positive supply voltage.
The input signal voltage is a rectified sine wave rather than
a DC signal, so the pick-up of the circuit may occur at the
peak of the waveshape. Resistor R50 in conjunction with
R42 and the source resistance provide a. positive feedback
to hold the “A” amplifier on for a period of time after the
peak of the signal wave is past. This widens the pulse of
voltage applied to R8 allowing C4 to more fully charge,
providing a “snap action” turn-on for the level sensor.
Since the long time and short time circuits function from
full wave rectified three phase signals, the amount of
positive feedback allowable is small. If the feedback is too

fh
V

i

Oscillator Circuit (Figure 6)
In this circuit the “A” amplifier is used as an inverting
integrator circuit. Until the long time level sensing circuit
releases the oscillator, the minus input pin is held negative
so that the output of the “A” amplifier is held at the
positive supply voltage. When the long time circuit picks-up,
it releases pin-6 and allows the integrator to come under
the control of the input current. The current flow into the
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pin-6 junction tends to drive the amplifier output in a
negative direction. This causes a current flow into capacitor
C8. The higher the current flow into the junction, the
faster the output changes and the higher the charging
current is for C8. If the amplifier bias current is small
enough to be neglected and the gain of the amplifier is
high enough, all of the current flow into the input flows
into the capacitor. This condition is an ideal case and is only
approached in actual circuitry. Note that the voltage for
the input to the amplifier stays at the same level and is
determined by the R55, R61 and D5 bias circuit. The
change in the output of the integrator through C8 holds the
other input terminal at the same level of voltage.
The output of “A” amplifier slowly decreases at a rate
determined by the input current. This output voltage is
connected through D12 to the minus input of amplifier “B”,
with the plus input held at a bias level determined by the
setting of RH2, As the minus input decreases, a point is
reached where it becomes less than the plus input bias and
amplifier “B” switches, forcing its output to go positive.
This positive going voltage is connected back to the plus
input of “B” through R62, causing "B” to switch with a
substantial amount of hysteresis. The positive output of
“B” is also connected through R24 to the base of one of the
transistors in IC-2 turning the transistor on. Its collector
voltage collapses to essentially the negative supply voltage.
This point is connected to the clock input of the counter,
KM, and provides one input pulse. The collector of the
transistor is also connected through R2 and D13 back to
the minus input terminal of amplifier “A”.This makes that
point negative with respect to the plus input terminal and
the amplifier rapidly recharges capacitor C8 until the
output terminal is near the positive bus voltage. The output
voltage of amplifier “A” charges capacitor C2 through R45.
When the voltage on C2 reaches the voltage produced on the
slider of RH2 by the output of amplifier “B” which is
higher than the normal bias voltage at that point, amplifier
“B” again switches, returning its output to near the
negative supply voltage. This allows the transistor to turn
off, in turn releasing the minus terminal of “A” amplifier
allowing the integrator to again come under control of the
input current. The cycle then repeats itself.
Resistors R55 and R61 provide a bias of 250 millivolts for
the oscillator, as compared to 500 millivolts for the level
sensing circuit bias. This provides enough margin so that if
the level sensor operates, the oscillator has enough signal to
function properly. Resistor R7 provides temperature stability
for the transistor. R22 is a pull-up resistor for the counter
clock input line, while capacitor Cl prevents high frequency
switching of the transistor that could cause the counter
to malfunction.

The frequency of oscillation of this circuit is a linear
function of the input current and an inverse function of
the size of C8 and of the change in the capacitor voltage,
which is determined by the setting of RH2. i\

This circuit provides a signal current to the oscillator that
approximates the relationship 1 = KVg^*^. Since the
oscillator has an output frequency that is a linear function
of the input current, the time delay then becomes

where Vg is the signal voltage and is proportional
K

T =
y 2.3

s
to the AC input current of the device.
It should be remembered from the discussion on the oscil-
lator that the input voltage level was determined by the bias
network on the plus input of the first op-amp, and was not
a function of the charge on the timing capacitor or of the
current being supplied to the input.
Initially, let’s ignore the forward voltage drop of the
diodes in the ladder network and assume that the voltage
level of the oscillator input is at 5.1 volts, and that the
signal coming into the ladder network input is referenced
to the 5.1 volt level as well. In this case, at zero input signal
there would be no current flow out of the ladder circuit.
As the signal is increased, current would then start to flow
through resistor. R70 and diode D6. At some higher value of
signal voltage the junction point between R60 and R71
would reach a level of 5.1 volts and any higher signal would
produce current through resistor R64 and diode D7. A
similar condition would occur for the branch of R59,
R69, R63 and D8 at some still higher signal level. Since
the voltage at the output remains unchanged, the branch
currents would add at the output. By careful choice of the
threshold and the series resistance, the desired curve can
be generated by the addition of the straight line segments,
see Figure 8. The amount of deviation allowable and the
particular cum desired determine the number of branch
circuits required.
A look at the oscillator circuit (figure 6) discloses that the
oscillator Input is biased above the 5.1 volt line by
250 millivolts by R55 and R61, less the forward drop of
D5. The other side of the oscillator input is from the
ladder circuit and is 5.1 volts plus the signal less the
forward drop of D6. Equating these two shows that
diode- D5 in effect, cancels the forward drop of the diodes
in the ladder network assuming of course that the forward
drops of all the diodes are equal. In addition, the change in
forward drops of the ladder circuit diodes with temperature
is compensated for by a similar change in the forward drop
of D5.
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Figure 7. - Ladder Circuit

Figure 8.- Graphical Representation of Ladder Circuit
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the operation of any of the phase sensing circuits. With
the long time pickup circuit clamped down, the counter is
firmly held in the reset condition. Capacitor C3 provides a
short delay after the voltages are correct before releasing
the incoming signal. This assures that counter start-up is in
the correct mode.
Diode D18 clamps the maximum voltage on capacitor C3 to
essentially the positive supply voltage.

Filter Circuit
The filter circuit is one half of the dual op-amp IC-5. The
purpose of this circuit is to provide a DC voltage that is
equal to the peak of the incoming signal. This DC voltage is
then used as the input for the ladder circuit. The require-
ment is one of rectification, with a desire to eliminate the
forward drop of a rectifier diode. To do this, the op-amp is
connected as a voltage follower, enclosing in its feedback
loop the diode D3. The output voltage then follows the
input, so that capacitor CIO is charged to the peak of the
incoming signal. The current required for charging the
capacitor comes from the power supply and not from the
signal source, and the forward drop of the blocking
diode D3 is overcome. Since its forward voltage is can-
celled, effects of its variation with temperature are also
cancelled.

Internal Bias Supply
An internal power supply for operation of the counter
and for a reference voltage for the level sensing circuits is
provided by zener diodes, ZD1 and ZD2, and resistor RL
The bias voltage for all the level sensor circuits is set to the
desired value of 500 millivolts by potentiometer RH1. This
factory setting is made within one percent.

The signal ahead of diode D3 is taken for sensing the level
for both the instantaneous and the short time circuits.
DiodesD27 and D28 temperature compensate for the change
in voltage drop of D3. Diode D4 prevents the voltage on
capacitor Cl 0 from exceeding the supply voltage appreciably
during the collapse of the supply voltage.

Definite Time Delay Circuits
Two identicaldefinite delay circuits areused;onefor theshort
time circuit and the other for the ground circuit. These
circuits are conventional resistor-capacitor delay circuits
comprised of capacitors Cll and C12 and potentiometers
RH5 and RH6. In each case, a fixed series resistor is pro-
vided to limit the maximum current that can flow from
the op-amp.
The RC charging currents are supplied directly from the
output of the level sensor circuits. The potentiometers
provide control of the time delay, and are each calibrated
at three points.
The two delay circuits share a common, four-layer diode Q2.
This diode switches “on” when its anode voltage reaches a
definite level. The diode turns on supplying base current to
the output transistor through resistor R-12. The combina-
tion of the relatively large timing- capacitor and the series
resistor allows for a slow discharge of the capacitor, in turn
providing enough “on” time to trip the circuit breaker.

Start-Up Circuit
This circuit uses the other half of IC-5, and provides an
orderly start for the circuit when power is first applied to
the device. At low input current .to the device, before the
power supply reaches twelve volts (approximately half
normal), the pick-up bias set by RH1 on figure 4 is not at
the intended 500 millivolts, and pickup of the various
circuits can occur. If the current rises suddenly, the circuits
may mis-operate and trip the circuit breaker. To provide
protection from this, the start-up circuit is included. This
circuit compares one half of the 11,3 volt supply (the total
voltage of ZD1 and ZD2) with the voltage of ZD2 alone.
One half the total voltage is determined by resistors R67
and R68 which must be greater than the 5.1 volt zener. If
this is true the bias voltage can be assumed to be near
enough to the correct value to allow the rest of the circuit
to function. The 5.1 volt supply is supported by CLD1, a
constant current diode in the power module, so that the
5.1 volt level is established for nearly any input.

Output Stage
The output device is a Darlington transistor, Ql , which
has very high gain (in the range of 1000) at two amperes.
The high gain minimizes the amount of drive current re-
quired to operate the output device. The base drive for the
output transistor can come from any one of four sources,
the instantaneous circuit, the long time circuit, the short
time circuit or from the ground circuit.

Until the 11.3 volt supply is high enough compared to the
5.1 volt supply, the op-amp clamps the incoming signal line
through D2 to near the negative supply line, thus preventing
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Power Module Components See Figure 9 for parts location

(TI, TS, TSI)
(TIG, TSG, TSIG, incl. target)
(TI, TS, TSI)
(TIG, TSG, TSIG)
(TIGT, TSGT, TSIGT)

Reference 18-387-929-401
18-387-929-402
18-387-925-503
18-387-925-502

SCHEMATIC

MODULE ASSEMBLY DRG.

A-C PART NUMBERDESCRIPTION REMARKSITEM SYMBOL
18-657-479-515
15-875-155-007
15-171-281-025
15-875-155-011
15-875-075-009
18-721-004-501
18-721-484-501
18-721-005-501
18-721-483-501
15-171-278-007
15-171-314-016
15-171-314-001
18-657-463-019
15-171-279-044
15-171-279-050
00-875-397-232
15-171-279-044
00-875-397-739 :

00-875-397-033
15-171-046-013

Vr matched 5Mv.Matched diodes
800V 1A. diodes
1N5252B Zener
MCL 1304 CL Diode
MJE 1100 Transistor
Transformer
Transformer Assembly
Transformer
Transformer Assembly
440 Mfd Capacitor
10K 2W. Potentiometer
50 Ohm 2W Pot.
Tapped Resistor
IK 14W Resistor
3.3 K tfW Resistor
6.8K 1W 10% Resistor

IK 14W Resistor
1.0 Ohm J4W Resistor
47 Ohm 14W Resistor 10%
25IC 5W Resistor

D1 thru D4
D5 thru D26

1 f
2

ZD-13
CLD-14
Q-l5

6 Tl thru T3

T4 thru T67
8 T7
9 T8

10 Cl
RH-111

12 RH-2
13 R- l
14 R-2

R-315
16 R-4

R-517
18 R-6
19 R-7

Part of Hi-SetR-820
21 R-9

15-873-139-011 \
15-873-097-001
18-721-485-501
15-171-313-001
15-171-308-006
15-171-308-002
18-657-463-002

10K 1W Resistor 5%
2K 1W P.C. Pot.
Target Assembly
Knobs
Test jack (Black)
Test jack (yellow)
Female terminal

22 R-10
Part of Hi-SetRH-323

24
25
26
27
28r

u
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Logic Module Components See Figure 10 for parts location

Reference (TI)SCHEMATIC 18-387-928-401
18-387-928-402
18-387-928-403
18-387-928-404
18-387-928-405
18-387-928-406
18-387-924-501
18-387-924-502
18-387-924-503
18-387-924-504
18-387-924-505
18-387-924-506
18-387-924-507
18-387-924-508
18-387-924-509

(TS)
(TIG, TIG (T) )
(TSG, TSG (T) )
(TSI)
(TSIG , TSIG (T) )
(TI)MODULE ASSEMBLY
(TS)
(TIG)
(TSG)
(TSI)
(TSIG)
(TIG (T) )
(TSG (T) )
(TSIG (T) )

ITEM DESCRIPTIONSYMBOL A-C PART NUMBER
C-MOS Counter CD4024AE
Array CA3086
Dual Op-Amp N5558V
10KP.C. Potentiometer
20K P.C. Potentiometer
Zener diode 1N5234B
ZenerdiodeO,5M5.1ZS2
Transistor MJE800
Transistor 2N4988
Transistor GET5307
Diode SE325
Diode DJ2254
Resistor 470 ohm AW
Resistor 330 ohm 'AW
Resistor 470 ohm 'AW
Resistor IK 'AW
Resistor 1OK 'AW
Resistor IK AW
Resistor 10K 'AW
Resistor 470 ohm 'AW
Resistor IK 'AW
Resistor 2.2K 5% ‘AW
Resistor 2.2K 5% 'AW
Resistor 10K AW
Resistor 7.5K 5% AW

1 IC- 1 15-171-282-001
15-171-282-002
15-171-282-003
15-171-315-010
15-171-315-011
15-171-281-011
15-875-155-009
15-875-075-010
15-875-075-012
15-875-075-011
15-875-155-010
15-875-155-008
00-875-397-058
15-171-279-038
15-171-279-040
15-171-279-044
15-171-279-056
15-171-279-044
15-171-279-056
15-171-279-040
15-171-279-044
15-171-280-081
15-171-280-082
15-171-279-056
15-171-280-094

IC-22
IC-3 thru IC-83
RH-14
RH-25

6 ZD-1
7 ZD-2
8 Q- l
9 Q-2

10 Q-3
1 1 D- l
12 D-2 thru D-28
13 R- l
14 ft.R-2
15 R-3, R-4, R-5

R-6 , R-7, R-816
17 R-9
18 R-10
19 R- l 1
20 R- l 2

R-1321
R- l 422
R- l 523
R-16, R- l 7
R- l 8, R- l 9

24
25

O
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION A-C PART NUMBERITEM
Resistor 1OK AW
Resistor 180K AW
Resistor 4.7 Meg AW
Resistor 1.0 Meg AW
Resistor 4.7 Meg AW
Resistor 1.0 Meg 'AW
Resistor 4.7IC 5% AW
Resistor 20K 5% AW
Resistor 12K 5% AW
Resistor 18K 5% AW
Resistor 20K 5% AW
Resistor 22K 5% AW
Resistor 15K 5% AW
Resistor 27K 5% AW
Resistor 47K 5% AW
Resistor 82K 5% AW
Resistor 100K 5% AW
Resistor 180K 5% AW
Capacitor 270 Pf
Capacitor 0.1 Microfarad
Capacitor 4.0 Microfarad
Capacitor 33 Microfarad
Capacitor 68 Microfarad
Potentiometer 10K 2W
Switch 6 pole 6 Pos.
Banana Plug
Test Jack (Yellow)
Knob, Molded
Knob, Machined

R-20 thru R-44
R-45 thru R-49

15-171-279-056
15-171-279-071
15-171-279-088
15-171-279-080
15-171-279-088
15-171-279-080
15-171-280-089
15-171-280-104
15-171-280-099
15-171-280-103
15-171-280-104
15-171-280-105
15-171-280-101
15-171-280-107
15-171-280-113
15-171-280-119
15-171-280-121
15-171-280-127
15-171-029-010
15-171-029-011
15-171-029-009
15-875-347-011
15-171-029-012
15-171-314-016
15-171-186-009
15-171-277-002
15-171-308-002
15-171-313-001
18-657-463-044

26 f27
R-5028
R-5129
R-5230
R-5331
R-5432
R-5533
R-5634
R-5735
R-58 thru R-6136
R-6237
R-6338
R-6439
R-65 thru R-6840
R-6941
R-7042
R-7143
C-l44
C-2 thru C-745
C-846
C-9, C-10
C-l1, C-12
RH-3 thru RH-6

47
48
49

SW-150
51
52

*.
53
54
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Figure 11.- Static Trip II Time/Current Curves
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;
2

Breaker
Type and

Frame
Size

Tripping tong Time Element
Calibrated Pickup Settings

Ground Element
Calibrated Pickup SettingsCentr\ Ratingi (Primary) G 15% 25%C 50% 100%

80 90 10040 80 100 4050 60 70 80
LA-600f 200 225 250100 150 200 250 50 100 200125 175 30I: 600 400 500200 400 450 500 100 200250 300 350 60 400Amperes? 600 300 '600 675 600 150 300 600450 525 750 90375i

t
V 200 100 225 50 100 200150 175 200 250 250125i LA-1600

1600
Amperes

400 500 200200 400 450 100 400250 300 350 500 60
800800 900 1000i 400 800 1000 200 400500 600 700 120

2401600 1600 1800 400 800 1600800 1000 1400 2000 16001200r

LA-3000
3000

Amperes

2000
3200

2500 300 500 10002000 1750 2000 2250 25001000 1250 1500
480 800 16003200 3200 36001600 2800 4000 300024002000

LA-4000
4000

Amperes
2000 40004000 600 10004000 3500 4000 4500 50002000 2500 3000

TYPES AVAILABLE
TI ~ Long Time and Instantaneous Elements.

- Long Time, Instantaneous and Ground Elements.
- Same as TIG, but with a Ground Target.- Long Time and Short Time Elements.
~ Long Time, Short Time and Ground Elements.

TSG(T) - Same as TSG, but with a Ground Target.
- Long Time, Short Time and Instantaneous Elements.
- Long Time, Short Time, Instantaneous and Ground

Elements.
TSIG(T) - Same as TSIG, but with a Ground Target.

TIG TSI
TIG(T) TSIG
TS
TSG

GENERAL NOTES
L The “Tripping XFMR Rating” values represent the primary

value of the current transformer ratio is amperes. The secondary
value is one ampere.

2. The pick-up settings of the long time element are continuously
adjustable, and are calibrated at points “A” thru “G” as shown
in the rating table.

3. The pick-up settings of the instantaneous and short time delay
elements are continuously adjustable, and are calibrated at 3,5,
8 and 12 multiples of the long time pick-up setting.

4. The pick-up settings of the ground element are continuously
adjustable, and are calibrated in percent of the tripping trans-
former rating as shown in the rating table.

5. The long time element has 6 bands that are field selectable.
The time delay at 6 multiples of pickup is as follows:

1.12 secondsBand
#
1

Band 2 - 2.25 seconds
Band 3

Band 4 - 9 seconds
Band 5 - 1 8 seconds
Band 6 - 3 6 seconds4.5 seconds

6. The short time element and ground element have 3 time delay
bands which are calibrated at minimum, intermediate and maxi-
mum, but are continuously adjustable.

ft.Figure 12. - Static Trip II Rating Table ft.

<•
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